
Did You Know?
Haskap berries, sometimes called honeysuckle or honeyberry, resemble an 

elongated blueberry. It was adapted by the University of Saskatchewan for 

prairie growing conditions. Four acres of haskap are harvested to be 

transformed into gin.

Black Fox Haskap Gin

Haskap Gin begins with our carefully crafted spirit utilizing 

ingredients that reflect our terroir. This creates an exceptional depth 

of flavour. 

Haskap is one of nature’s most resilient berries, surviving the 

harshest Canadian climates. To showcase this remarkable berry, we 

incorporate gentian root, black tea leaves, and a hint of Black Fox 

honey to craft a spirit that balances bitterness with a prominent berry 

flavour.

Awards
Awards and Recognitions: 

About Black Fox Gin

Since the beginning, Black Fox has been recognized for gins full of flavour. As fifth-generation farmers, we 

unite our passion for agriculture with the skill of distilling to showcase Saskatchewan terroir and bring 

stories of true Canadian craftsmanship to the table. Because we grow as many of our core ingredients as 

possible, we capture the character and bounty of the land in flavours exclusive to here.
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Best enjoyed neat or substituted in your favourite whisky cocktail.

Black Fox Haskap Gin
This bold flavoured gin pairs perfectly with a tonic of your choice, lemonade or other citrus juices, and can 
replace an amaro in many classic cocktails.

INGREDIENTS
1 oz Black Fox Haskap Gin

0.5 oz Fresh lemon juice

0.5 oz Simple syrup

Chilled Earl Grey tea

DIRECTIONS

Add Black Fox Haskap Gin, lemon juice, and simple 

syrup to a collins glass filled with ice. Top with 

chilled Earl Grey tea. Garnish with a lemon wedge. 

Enjoy.

More Haskap Gin cocktails can be found on our website at 

www.blackfoxfarmanddistillery.com

Chilled Haskap Sweet Tea 

Tasting Notes

Complex layers with a balanced bitterness and prominent berry flavour. The texture is lush, warming and 

approachable. Slight tannins assist in balancing the juice fruit components, and contribute to a pleasing, slightly dry 

mouthfeel. Bottled in small batches creates a uniqueness in every sip.


